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inancial Strength: Third Best Bank in the U.S.
SNL Financial (SNL) a leading national provider of financial data and

expert analysis for the banking and insurance industry, recently named
California Republic Bank (CRB) the third best performing bank in the nation
for banks between $500 million and $5 billion in assets. SNL used six core

financial performance metrics that focus on profitability, asset quality and growth for
the 12-month period ended
December 31, 2012 in
determining this prestigious
position for the Irvine, Calif.
based bank.

California Republic Bank said it was an honor to be recognized as one of the best
banks in the industry by SNL and that it was also very gratifying that an industry
leader, such as SNL, acknowledges the bank’s performance, further validating its
overall safety and soundness.

California Republic Bank has also been awarded the esteemed Bauer 5-star
Superior rating, its highest rating, and been recognized as one of the top banks in
the nation by the highly respected Highline Financial.

Commercial Banking
CRB’s commercial banking business continues to experience record growth in

core deposits and loans. The bank primarily provides short-term lines of credit and
loans to their commercial customers, allowing them to be opportunistic in today’s
dynamic business environment.

Operating companies and investors alike enjoy the responsiveness, agility and
business acumen of California Republic Bank executives, to whom they have direct
access. This allows each business client to capitalize on opportunities in their
respective fields, in real time, with a bank that fully understands their financial
needs and wants to contribute to their overall success. CRB takes pride in helping
already successful companies reach even higher levels of achievement.

Auto Finance Division
The California Republic Bank indirect auto finance division, known as CRB Auto,

has had great early success in California, obtaining a 1% market share. California
Republic Bank is now in an attractive position to grow its auto finance business
consistently and profitably, both on a local and national level.

To that end, CRB Auto has recently expanded its auto finance into Arizona and
Texas. The division has also
established a new service
center in Las Vegas, Nev.,
which will continue to support
any expansion across the U.S.

Investors and major rating agencies have also demonstrated confidence in California
Republic Bank, with Moody’s rating the senior tranche of the company’s first auto
securitization in 2012 as Aa3.

California Republic Bank has stated that its primary consideration and driver in all
expansion will always be its commitment to credit quality, providing a great
experience for its customers and employees, and building shareholder value.

CRB’s Advantages
� Direct access to decision makers
� Responsiveness to clients’ opportunistic deals in the marketplace
� An integrated commercial, real estate and private bank with one single point of 

contact
� Capacity to lend – loans up to $15 million
� Unparalleled safety and soundness
� Veteran relationship managers supported by state of the art technology
� Ability to move quickly in order for customers to be successful in their respective 

industries

California Republic Bank Named Third Best in the Nation by SNL

F

About California Republic Bancorp
California Republic Bancorp is the holding company for California Republic

Bank, one of the strongest banks in California based on its capital, liquidity and
credit quality. The Bank primarily serves investors, companies and their owners
throughout Southern California. It provides direct access to executive
management and establishes ongoing, long-term deposit and loan relationships
with its clients. The Bank has four full-service regional branches based in Irvine,
Newport Beach, Beverly Hills and Westlake Village. The Bank also has an
indirect auto finance division, CRB Auto, operating in Irvine, Calif.; Dallas, Texas;
Phoenix, Ariz.; and an auto finance service center in Las Vegas, Nev.

Orange County Locations: 

Irvine
18400 Von Karman Ave., Suite 1100

Irvine, CA
Ph: 949.270.9700

Newport Beach
Fashion Island

100 Newport Center Dr., Suite 150
Newport Beach, CA
Ph: 949.270.9750
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Los Angeles Locations:

Beverly Hills
100 N. Crescent Dr., Suite 125

Beverly Hills, CA
Ph:  424.230.5400

Westlake Village
875 S. Westlake Blvd., Suite 101

Westlake Village, CA
Ph:  805.496.9010
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here were days in 2008 when Jeff
Pintar might have questioned his
approach. Southern California
home real estate prices were
plummeting, credit was unavailable

and homeowners were beginning a wave
of defaults. Investors were fleeing the
market. He did not.

Instead, Pintar moved steadfastly
forward and began focusing on the most
distressed of all real estate – single family
homes, just when so many brokers and
investors were running in the opposite
direction.

There was, however, a day not long ago
when he had serious buyer’s remorse, he
told the Wall Street Journal. He bought 12
foreclosed houses that day. In hindsight,
he wished he had bought more.

Jeff Pintar founded Pintar Investment
Company (PIC) in 2008, as a vertically
integrated real estate investment and
property management company. In four
short years, PIC is now being rewarded
with their independent thinking of moving into a market
while others were fleeing.

“At the time, it was a very contrarian strategy,” Pintar
said. “People were really leery. But we were careful, and
focused on good neighborhoods where the value wasn’t
equal to the price you paid. As Warren Buffett says, “Price
is what you pay, value is what you get.” We focused on
distressed opportunities where the prices are far below the
value of the home and created a platform that allowed us
to replicate the model throughout each of the markets we
operate in.”

Pintar says maybe his biggest obstacle was the
conventional thinking from banks. He couldn’t get any mega-banks to even
give him a chance to explain his strategy.

“Our biggest concern was, of course, credit,” Pintar said. “We just couldn’t
get most banks to open their eyes. Then we found Orange County-based
Plaza Bank. We were very lucky to work with them. They saw right away what
we were trying to build and they’re a major reason we are so successful.”

Pintar, a former executive with Panattoni Development and CB Richard Ellis,
said when he met Plaza Bank President and CEO Gene Galloway and Chief
Banking Officer Erich Bollinger, he thought he’d found kindred souls, not to

mention the first bankers to listen.
“Gene and Erich don’t just mimic

convention. They listen. They understood
our ideas right away, and they gravitated
toward them,” Pintar said. “In our first
meeting, they included a credit officer and
a client relations manager. Plaza Bank was
ready. We couldn’t even get in the door
other places.”

As the Wall Street Journal said, it’s the
companies with vision, creative thinking,
and business discipline, like Pintar and his
partners at Plaza Bank, who are moving
the California real estate market. They’re
also an example of how to succeed, even
in tough times.

Pintar Investment Co. is a fully integrated
commercial and residential real estate firm
in San Juan Capistrano and now owns or
manages more than 1,700 homes. And
they still move both creatively and carefully.

“We’re not trying to hit home runs,” Pintar
said. “We’re just trying to get on base every
time.”

But they’re taking swings. And they continue to think
unconventionally. Now, many investment companies have
seen the success of people like Pintar, and are following
suit.

Pintar, who lives in Laguna Nigel with his wife, Cindy,
and their three children, says despite his success, he still
hears conventional thinking from banks.

“Financing isn’t available from most banks unless you
don’t need it, and even then they want to charge you rates
similar to hard money lenders,” he said. “We’re working in
an uncertain market still. That’s why we’re so thrilled to
have a tremendously innovative and capable partner in

Plaza Bank. We couldn’t do what we do without them.”
Pintar said he believes investors taking the less-traveled path will continue to

be the ones bringing the market back to health. And he says his advice is
pretty simple: “Be thorough, work with a great bank and just try to get on
base,” he said.

For more information, contact Executive Vice President and Chief Banking
Officer Erich C. Bollinger at 18200 Von Karman Ave., #500, Irvine, CA 92612;
949.225.3704 or ebollinger@plazabank.net.

Plaza Bank – Advancing Pintar Investment Company

T

From left to right: Erich Bollinger and Jeff Pintar
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Wells Fargo’s More Than 4,000 Orange County Team Members Welcome 
Chris Rommel as the New Regional Private Bank Managing Director

ells Fargo announces the promotion of long-time Orange
County resident, Chris Rommel, as regional managing
director for the Newport Beach office of Wells Fargo Private
Bank. Rommel will oversee all wealth management functions
for the Orange County area, including private banking, credit,

investment management, insurance, and trust and estate services
through Wells Fargo Bank, NA, as well as brokerage services through
Wells Fargo Advisors LLC.

This is the latest role in Rommel’s 27-year career with Wells Fargo.
Prior to his new position, Rommel was responsible for co-leading the
Wells Fargo Advisors brokerage business in California, which is
comprised of 570 financial advisors generating more than $350 million
in revenue annually. Previously, he served as the senior director of
brokerage for the Los Angeles area. Prior to that, Rommel was
Community Banking regional president for the greater Long Beach area where he

W led a team of more than 500.
“Chris has repeatedly demonstrated over and over a strong dedication

to our clients and community, making him a natural choice for this
position,” said Joe DeFur, senior managing director for Wells Fargo
Private Bank in California. “The continued expansion of our team at Wells
Fargo Private Bank in Orange County, with the addition of a seasoned
wealth management veteran like Chris, is evidence of our commitment to
providing each of our clients with exceptional and personalized service.”

Rommel received a bachelor’s degree in business administration from
Loyola Marymount University. In addition, he currently serves on the
boards of the Aquarium of the Pacific, and the Boys and Girls Club of
Long Beach.

To speak with an Orange County Wells Fargo advisor on Rommel’s
team to discuss your financial needs, please call 949.253.4306.

he year 2013 is starting out as a banner
year in the stock markets, however,
many investors may be surprised to learn
how well markets performed in 2012.
Despite all the negative headlines and

the last minute policy response to the tax portion
of the fiscal cliff, nearly all asset classes ended
the year in positive territory and many were up
by double digits. Investors willing to take on
more risk in 2012 were rewarded, and we are
seeing more of the same so far this year.

How Investors May Have Benefitted
In 2012, investors may have been tempted to

step out of the equity markets until the third soft
patch in as many years passed, the election was
decided, and the fiscal cliff debate settled. Doing
so, however, would have meant missing out on a
year that helped propel the returns of many
investors, who had stayed fully invested over five difficult years, back into positive
territory.

2013 and Beyond
Going forward, we encourage investors to focus on basic

principles that we believe are most important when establishing
an investment plan.

� First, define your short-term needs, your long-term goals, your 
time horizon for each goal and your ability to tolerate risk in 
your portfolio.

� Second, to help avoid making emotionally driven decisions, 
create an asset mix that is consistent with your personal 
circumstances.

� Third, monitor and rebalance your portfolio on a regular basis. 
Investing is about balance, and your asset mix can alter 
dramatically based on external events.

� Fourth, diversify risk through global allocations. We believe investors will be 
better prepared to meet long-term financial goals by employing a globally 
diversified portfolio, including a broad array of asset classes. Such an approach 
may help to minimize volatility in a portfolio, helping to create more consistent 
returns, which we have found to be more conducive to increasing wealth over 
time. In addition, we have found that the less volatile your portfolio, the less 
likely you are to make emotionally driven investment decisions.

Actions to Take Now
We encourage investors who are concerned about the sizeable rally in riskier

assets, such as stocks, to think about rebalancing their portfolio back to their
strategic asset allocation targets. Investors who are concerned about volatility
may want to consider increasing exposure to complementary strategies. Investors
who have an overweight position in cash may want to gradually invest this money
in the market over time through a dollar-cost averaging strategy. We recommend
that you work with your investment professional to determine an approach that is
suitable for your specific circumstances.

Data for this QMU was sourced from Bloomberg Finance LLP, unless otherwise
noted.

Disclosures
Wells Fargo Wealth Management provides products and services through Wells

Fargo Bank, N.A. and its various affiliates and subsidiaries.

The information and opinions in this report were prepared by the investment

management division within Wells Fargo Wealth
Management. Information and opinions have
been obtained or derived from sources we
consider reliable, but we cannot guarantee their
accuracy or completeness. Opinions represent
Wells Fargo Wealth Management’s opinion as of
the date of this report and are for general
information purposes only. Wells Fargo Wealth
Management does not undertake to advise you
of any change in its opinions or the information
contained in this report. Wells Fargo & Company
affiliates may issue reports or have opinions that
are inconsistent with, and reach different
conclusions from, this report.

Asset allocation and diversification do not
assure or guarantee better performance and
cannot eliminate the risk of investment losses.

Past performance does not indicate future results. The value or income
associated with a security may fluctuate. There is always the
potential for loss as well as gain. Investments discussed in this
presentation are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation and may be unsuitable for some investors depending
on their specific investment objectives and financial position. 

This report is not an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of an
offer to buy or sell the securities or strategies mentioned. The
investments discussed or recommended in the presentation may
be unsuitable for some investors depending on their specific
investment objectives and financial position. 

Investing in foreign securities presents certain risks that may
not be present in domestic securities. For example, investments
in foreign and emerging markets present special risks, including

currency fluctuation, the potential for diplomatic and potential instability,
regulatory and liquidity risks, foreign taxation and differences in auditing and
other financial standards. 

Fixed income securities are subject to availability and market fluctuation. These
securities may be worth less than the original cost upon redemption.  Certain
high-yield/high-risk bonds carry particular market risks and may experience
greater volatility in market value than investment grade corporate bonds.
Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the U.S. government
and, if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of return and fixed principal value.
Interest from certain municipal bonds may be subject to state and/or local taxes
and in some instances, the alternative minimum tax.

Indexes represent securities widely held by investors. You cannot invest directly
in an index. S&P 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index calculated on a
total-return basis with dividends reinvested. The index includes 500 widely held
U.S. market industrial, utility, transportation and financial companies.

Wells Fargo and Company and its affiliates do not provide legal advice. Please
consult your legal advisors to determine how this information may apply to your
own situation. Whether any planned tax result is realized by you depends on the
specific facts of your own situation at the time your taxes are prepared. 

© 2013 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved.

Wells Fargo’s New Orange County Private Bank Managing Director’s 
Top Four Wealth-Building Investment Tips

Discipline has its rewards
by Chris Rommel, Regional Managing Director, Wells Fargo Private Bank

T

Rommel
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n January 15, 2013, the California Supreme Court issued an opinion
potentially expanding the nature of fraud claims challenging the validity
of written contracts. In Riverisland Cold Storage, Inc. v. Fresno-Madera
Production Credit Association, the California Supreme Court
overturned long-standing precedent that barred plaintiffs pursuing fraud

claims from presenting evidence of representations defendants allegedly made
if those representations directly conflicted with the terms of a written agreement
between the parties.

The Parol Evidence Rule
The parol evidence rule is a well-established principle of common law codified

in California Code of Civil Procedure section 1856 and Civil Code section 1625.
The parol evidence rule generally prohibits the introduction of either oral or
written extrinsic evidence to vary, alter or add to the terms of an integrated
written agreement. The rationale behind the rule is that a written integrated
contract establishes the terms of the agreement between the parties and
evidence that contradicts the written terms is irrelevant to its interpretation, i.e.,
the integrated agreement constitutes the final expression of the terms of the
agreement.

Like most rules, however, the parol evidence rule has its exceptions. For
example, the parol evidence rule does not apply when the validity of the
agreement itself is in dispute, or when the evidence is used to explain an
ambiguity in the contract. Significantly here, the parol evidence rule also does
not apply when the evidence is used to establish fraud by a party (the so-called
“fraud exception”).

The Pendergrass Opinion
In a 1935 case, Bank of America etc. Assn. v. Pendergrass, the California

Supreme Court imposed a limitation on the fraud exception by holding the
exception does not apply to evidence offered to show a promise directly
contradicting the terms of a written agreement, and therefore such evidence
was not admissible. Over the next 78 years, California courts struggled to apply
the Pendergrass opinion, some reluctantly prohibiting plaintiffs from introducing
parol evidence contradicting the terms of a written agreement with others
interpreting the Pendergrass rule narrowly as possible to allow parol evidence.
In Riverisland, the California Supreme Court reconsidered the Pendergrass
holding.

The Riverisland Opinion
In Riverisland, the plaintiffs defaulted under a loan agreement with the

defendant. The parties restructured the loan by entering into an agreement
which, by its written terms, stated the defendant would take no enforcement
action for three months and in return the plaintiffs would pledge eight parcels of
property as new collateral. The plaintiffs later filed an action against the
defendant for fraud and negligent misrepresentation, seeking rescission and
reformation of the restructured agreement. The plaintiffs alleged that, contrary
to the terms of the restructured agreement, the defendant had agreed to extend
the loan for two years and required only two parcels of land to be pledged as
additional collateral. The plaintiffs admitted they relied only on the defendant’s
oral statements to this effect and had not read the agreement. The defendant
successfully moved for summary judgment under Pendergrass, arguing the
plaintiffs could not present any evidence of representations contradicting the
terms of the restructured agreement.

On appeal, the appellate court reversed the trial court’s decision, holding the
fraud exception to the parol evidence rule applied because Pendergrass was
limited to cases of promissory fraud (i.e., fraud pertaining to misrepresentations
made to induce the plaintiff to sign the agreement). The appellate court
reasoned that because the fraud here pertained to the actual terms of the
agreement, the alleged misrepresentations were outside the scope of the
Pendergrass exception and  the plaintiffs should have been allowed to
introduce evidence of the defendant’s alleged representations. The defendant
petitioned the California Supreme Court for review.

On review, the court held that:  first, Pendergrass was inconsistent with the
principle that a contract may be invalidated by a showing of fraud and had the
undesirable effect of furthering fraudulent practices; second, the distinction

between promises that directly contradict written terms and those that do not at
best is tenuous and difficult to apply, as evidenced by the inconsistent lower
court opinions issued since Pendergrass; and third, when the California
legislature amended the statutory rule for parol evidence in the 1970s, it
purposefully ignored the Pendergrass holding and instead codified a broad
fraud exception to the parol evidence rule without limitations to it. For these
reasons, the court overturned Pendergrass, calling it an “ill-considered”
decision, and held the fraud exception to the parol evidence rule now applies
even when the alleged fraudulent statement directly contradicts the written
terms of the agreement.

Possible Practical Effects of Riverisland
Riverisland has been suggested as being a groundbreaking opinion

potentially undermining written agreements by allowing assertion of fraud
claims based on the defendant’s alleged representation of terms to the plaintiff
different than those in the written agreement. Critics of the opinion have
expressed concerns that Riverisland threatens the integrity of written
agreements, noting the holding could be especially detrimental to large
institutions routinely documenting standard agreements with consumers
containing boilerplate terms by allowing these consumers to more easily
threaten or assert fraud claims in an effort to be relieved of their contractual
obligations.

Notwithstanding these implications, and the concerns cited by critics of the
Riverisland case, the opinion is not the death knell to written agreements. Even
in the wake of the Riverisland opinion, a plaintiff pursuing a fraud claim still
must establish justifiable reliance on the alleged fraud or misrepresentation. In
many cases, a plaintiff would have a difficult time establishing he or she
justifiably relied on a representation contradicting the signed written agreement.
Nonetheless, the opinion underscores the importance for an agreement to
include an effective integration clause reflecting the parties’ understanding that
the written agreement constitutes the complete and final agreement between
the parties, and that the parties did not rely on any representations made
outside of its terms. Besides revisiting the substantive language in a contract’s
integration clause to give it greater weight, parties may wish to consider
highlighting the integration clause in bold text and having it initialed, or requiring
the parties to handwrite the integration clause when signing the agreement,
thereby making it a more conspicuous provision and less likely for a plaintiff to
successfully claim he justifiably relied on a representation made outside of the
written terms of the agreement.

California Supreme Court Broadens 
the Fraud Exception to the Parol Evidence Rule

by Bob Hagle, Co-Chair and Partner, and Proud Usahacharoenporn, Associate, Rutan & Tucker LLP

O

Bob Hagle
Bob Hagle is co-chair of the Banking and Finance

Group at Rutan & Tucker and is a partner in the
firm’s Real Estate Section. Mr. Hagle has extensive
experience representing lenders and borrowers in a
broad range of finance transactions, including asset-
based, real estate, receivables financing, mezzanine
financings, loan workouts and debt restructurings.
Mr. Hagle also has substantial experience in
bankruptcy reorganizations, out-of-court workouts
and debtor/creditor rights and remedies. He can be
reached at 714.662.4621 or bhagle@rutan.com.

Proud Usahacharoenporn
Proud Usahacharoenporn is an associate in the

firm’s Trial section where her practice consists of a
wide range of business and civil litigation matters.
Since joining Rutan, Ms. Usahacharoenporn has
worked on a variety of cases involving class actions,
contract disputes, business and intentional torts,
construction litigation, intellectual property and
bankruptcy matters. She can be reached at
714.338.1885 or pusahacharoenporn@rutan.com.
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California’s New Homeowner Bill of Rights
and its Effect on California’s Real Estate

Market Recovery
by Kaitlyn Thinh, Associate, Houser & Allison

n today’s economy, bankers, mortgage servicers, lenders and customers
have incurred additional costs due to constant regulatory evolution – both
from a legal liability standpoint and adhering to sweeping mandates.
Examples of this multitude of changes and increased costs are
consequences of legislation such as the Homeowner Bill of Rights that

took effect in California on January 1, 2013. The new law imposes stricter rules
on mortgage servicers seeking to non-judicially foreclose on delinquent
mortgage loans. In particular, the law redefines servicers’ foreclosure processes
such as the potential need to hire and train additional employees tasked with
carrying out the “guaranteed single point of contact” requirement. The single
point of contact provision requires that borrowers are assigned to a person or
team to assist borrowers in navigating the servicers’ procedures in loss
mitigation options, to process and review their loan modification, and remain
assigned to borrowers until all loss mitigation options are exhausted.

Another key aspect of the law is the prohibition of dual tracking of foreclosure
and loan modification. Mortgage servicers are restricted from advancing the
foreclosure process if borrowers are working on securing a loan modification.
Thus, when a borrower completes an application for a loan modification, the
foreclosure is essentially paused until a servicer provides a borrower with a
determination whether the modification is approved. If a borrower is denied a
modification and a borrower does not appeal within 30 days from the date of the
written denial, then a servicer may proceed with the foreclosure.

Penalties for Non-Compliance
In addition, and perhaps, the most significant departure from prior legislation

is the potential statutory liability for non-compliance with the law. Pre-2013, the
sole remedy for violation of the contact requirement, Civil Code section 2923.5,
was postponement of impending foreclosure. The new law imposes perilous
penalties if violated. The new law permits a borrower to sue mortgage servicers,
mortgagees, beneficiaries or their authorized agents for damages even after the
trustee’s sale has taken place. The Court may award actual damages where a
material violation is not corrected prior to recordation of the sale deed, which
could result in greater of treble damages or $50,000 if the violation resulted from
reckless or willful misconduct by a mortgage servicer, mortgagee, beneficiary or
their authorized agent. Interestingly, most of these statutory provisions apply
only to owner-occupied residential real property of not more than four units and
entities that handle an annual foreclosure volume of over 175 residential
properties.

The New Law’s Effect on the Real Estate Market Recovery
The debate remains as to whether the law and its new processes will help

reduce the already falling foreclosure rate or will it just be another “cost of doing
business” in California. To address these questions, proponents of the law
contend that it is aimed at assisting homeowners by slowing down the
foreclosure process to allow a borrower to cure the default, allowing time for a
servicer to evaluate options in lieu of foreclosure and helping California
communities recover from the foreclosure crisis. However, these noble
intentions have led to unintended consequences of increased costs and
“foreclosure flare-ups.” Studies and foreclosure tracking data have shown that
the longer length of foreclosures will cause further reduction in home value,
encourage borrowers to default on their loan to reside in the property “rent-free,”
increase the risk of lending for mortgage companies and ultimately reduce the
availability of credit for future homebuyers, according to a report by Beacon
Economics on Foreclosure Reform in California: An Economic Analysis. Daren
Blomquist from RealtyTrack, a company based in Irvine, Calif. that tracks
current trends in the U.S. foreclosure market, reveals that other “dangerous
foreclosure flare-ups are still popping up in states where foreclosures have been

I

Kaitlyn Thinh
Kaitlyn Thinh is an associate in Houser &

Allison, APC’s Los Angeles County office. Ms.
Thinh graduated from California State University,
Long Beach in 2004 with a Bachelor of Science
in Business Administration, cum laude, with an
emphasis in Real Estate, Finance and Law. In
2007, Ms. Thinh earned her Juris Doctorate with
honors from Nova Southeastern University,
Shepard Broad Law Center in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida. During law school, Ms. Thinh was
awarded a Public Interest Scholarship and was
president of the Asian Pacific American Law Students Association and
secretary of the Health Law Students Society. Ms. Thinh is licensed to
practice in California and is a member of the American Bar Association.
Contact Ms. Thinh at kthinh@houser-law.com or 562.256.1675.

continued on page B-46
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Technology Turns Convenience into Efficiency
by Miguel Serricchio; President, Treasury Management & Payment Solutions; Opus Bank

he evolution of cash management and treasury management for
the Small to Medium-Sized-Business (“SMB”) has changed
drastically over the past few years. Typically, SMB’s have not had
access to the more complex and sophisticated services offered by
banks to their larger clients. However, driven by technology

improvements and demand, banks have focused on making their cash
management offerings more accessible and meaningful to a larger cross
section of SMB’s. As a result, SMB’s are able to expedite the movement
of money, improve functionality, create efficiencies and ultimately perform
at a higher level.

At the forefront of the new banking products and services that banks
are now able to offer these SMB’s are ACH Services, Lockbox Services,
Positive Pay, Remote Deposit Capture and Zero Balance Accounts.

Automated Clearing House
Automated Clearing House (“ACH”) services provide businesses with a cost-

effective and time-saving way to receive and distribute funds electronically. SMB’s
using ACH services can streamline vendor, payroll and tax payments, avoiding paper
checks and the postal service. Online tools allow for easier set-up of recurring ACH
payments and collections and the transfer of data to most accounting software
programs.

Lockbox Services simplify a business’s collections process by directing checks and
remittances to a secure lockbox, reducing the time it takes to deposit checks and the
chance of theft, fraud or error. Businesses can view images of payments and
remittances online the same day they are received.

Positive Pay
Positive Pay is an automated cash management service and security feature that

helps prevent check and ACH fraud and reduces the risk of loss due to unauthorized,
lost and stolen checks. Businesses create a data file, which includes each check’s
essential details; date, check number and amount. That data is used by the bank to

T verify the authenticity of checks presented for payment. If the check
information does not match, the unauthorized check or ACH debit will be
held for review and approval.

Remote Deposit Capture
Remote Deposit Capture (“RDC”) allows businesses to safely and

securely deposit checks from their office using a small check scanner and
an easy-to-use online application, eliminating trips to the bank and
providing the flexibility to deposit checks via RDC anytime 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. Businesses with multiple locations can deposit checks into
a single account using multiple scanners.

Zero Balance Accounts help businesses concentrate funds in accounts
that earn higher interest and allow decentralized control of disbursements,
while limiting access to other cash management features. What was once

a manual task of transferring funds from subsidiary accounts into a master account is
now fully automated, eliminating the daily need to reconcile accounts, initiate
transfers and the risk of overdraft fees.

Products such as these have leveled the playing field for banks. Selecting a bank
was once determined based on convenience and whether or not there was a branch
on every corner. SMB’s now view convenience in respect to how many tasks they can
accomplish through the effective use of technology. Convenience has given way to
efficiency.

For SMB’s looking for an efficient collection system or developing an efficient
disbursement process to manage their cash flow, create efficiencies, reduce risk and
effectively manage liquidity, the bankers in Opus Bank’s Treasury Management &
Payment Solutions division can tailor a solution specific to the business’s needs, and
update the solution as the business grows.

For more information, contact Miguel Serricchio at 19900 MacArthur Blvd., 12th
Floor, Irvine, CA 92612; 949.251.8249 or mserricchio@opusbank.com.
www.opusbank.com

Serricchio
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Comerica Bank’s Commitment to Learn, Connect and Grow
Seventh Annual Comerica Bank Women’s Business Symposium benefiting 

Girls Inc. of Orange County takes place May 10, 2013
n a beautiful spring morning, Melissa Pollard, vice president of Middle
Market Lending at Comerica Bank, excitedly welcomed more than 250
professionals to the Sixth Annual Women’s Business Symposium presented
by Comerica Bank. Women – as well as a few men – from across Southern
California were on hand to listen to several inspirational speakers talk about

having the “courage to change” at the half-day conference held at the Newport Beach
Marriott Hotel and Spa last May.

Pollard, founder of the Comerica Bank Women’s Business Symposium and
Women’s Initiative as well as a member of the board of directors for Girls Inc. of
Orange County, addressed the full ballroom and thanked all for attending and
spending their morning learning how to succeed in business through communication
and positive attitude, networking and adaptability.

“Comerica Bank is delighted to host this wonderful event, which benefits Girls Inc.
of Orange County,” said Pollard. “This amazing local nonprofit positively changes the
lives of 4,000 girls, ages 4 1/2 to 18, each year by providing year-round programming
focusing on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering & Math). We at Comerica are
proud to stand alongside local community partners like Girls Inc., working together to
achieve our goal of making our communities a better place to live and prosper.”

Girls Inc. of Orange County has been a respected member of the nonprofit
community for almost 60 years. The mission of Girls Inc. is to inspire all girls to be
strong, smart and bold. The organization puts its mission into practice through the
Girls Inc. experience that equips girls to navigate gender, economic and social
barriers and grow into healthy, educated and independent adults. Health, education
and independence are the three main areas that surround its program curricula.

“At Comerica Bank, we hold similar core values in the highest regards,” said
Pollard. “It is because of these values that I am proud to work at Comerica – a
company committed to working with women, including organizations like Girls Inc.,

O women-owned businesses and female executives and community leaders. We
understand that in order for us to succeed we must reflect our communities – we
draw our strength from the diversity of our assets.”

Pollard, a 25-year financial veteran and one of Comerica’s most successful
regional bankers added, “I am happy to boast that 55% of our managers are women
and 36% of senior executives are female, including our vice chairman and chief
financial officer. This is far exceeds the rate of most Fortune 500 companies.”

Over the past six years, Comerica has presented a total of $175,000 in charitable
contributions to Girls Inc. of Orange County, which aids the organization to achieve its
mission of inspiring all girls to be strong, smart and bold.

“We cannot express enough how much this support means to us,” said Lucy
Santana, chief executive officer of Girls Inc. of Orange County. “At Girls Inc., we
believe that the investment into a few years of a girl’s life has a lifetime, life-changing
impact, not only on the girl, but also on her parents, friends and the community. We
thank Comerica Bank for recognizing and supporting the potential of our girls.”

This year’s symposium, “Why Wait to be Great!” promises to be the event of the
season. Jamie Gwen, celebrity chef, author, radio host and lifestyle expert, will once
again serve as mistress of ceremonies.

Other notable speakers included:

� Tina Aldatz – “From Stilettos to the Stock Exchange”
Aldatz, founder and creative director of Foot Petals Inc., is an inspiring example of

Latina women’s entrepreneurial success. She has been featured in Forbes as an
“entrepreneur to watch” and Inc. 500 recognized Foot Petals as one of the “500
fastest growing companies in America.” Aldatz serves on the board of directors for
Girls Inc. of Orange County and co-chairs the Mentor Program for the Hispanic 100.

continued on page B-46
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Pacific Mercantile Bank: A Bank Evolving
by Tom Vertin, President, Commercial Banking, Pacific Mercantile Bank

acific Mercantile Bank (PMB) is evolving. The evolution was caused by the
economic crucible now known as the “Great Recession.” Like many other banks,
we emerged from the recession smaller, but wiser for the lessons learned. Now,
enabled by new capital, emboldened by an expanded and experienced
management team and empowered by talented employees, both new and long-

tenured, PMB has redefined its vision and strategy.
In former times, PMB’s growth was almost solely dependent upon real estate

transactions and the close personal relationships of its bankers to their clients. Real
estate and close personal
relationships are still important,
however, PMB has learned that
a well-diversified client base is
essential to maintaining strength
in a down market and propelling
growth in an up market. With
this in mind, PMB is following a
strategy that will allow us to emerge as a prominent, well-diversified business bank in
Southern California.

Central to PMB’s strategy is our employees. Last year, our bankers committed
themselves to sharpening their skills, be it in financial analysis, treasury management or
problem solving within the context of new and evolving business models. They are
engaged in this pursuit with a renewed spirit of collaboration and urgency so that we are
all pulling together, working to satisfying current clients and earning the right to serve new
clients. Our bankers are dedicated to the success of our clients. They are able to
understand the nuances of your business today and anticipate the challenges you may
face tomorrow. In fact, we firmly believe that the probability of your company’s success is
increased by banking with PMB.

We know that products and services that drive efficiency and security are vital to the
businesses we serve. In order to serve our clients well in today’s rapidly changing global

P markets, PMB has invested extensively in leading-edge banking services which facilitate
payments, collections, security, mobility and information critical to the businesses we
serve. We are continuing to build a robust product set that allows us to compete head-to-
head with big banks and out flank the community banks. Owing to our size, our
experienced banking team and powerful technology infrastructure, we can serve
businesses with revenue approaching and, in some cases, exceeding $100 million.

About Pacific Mercantile Bancorp and Bank
Pacific Mercantile Bancorp, a publicly traded company with its shares listed on

the Nasdaq Stock Market under the trading symbol, “PMBC”, is the parent
holding company of Pacific Mercantile Bank (“PMB”). PMB is an FDIC insured,
California state-chartered bank and a member of the Federal Reserve System,
which provides a wide range of commercial banking services to businesses,
business professionals and individual clients through its combination of
traditional banking financial centers and comprehensive, sophisticated electronic
banking services. The Bank’s major product lines include commercial loans,
commercial real estate loans, entertainment industry loans, small business (SBA)

Tom Vertin
President, Commercial Banking
Pacific Mercantile Bank

Thomas M. Vertin joined the Bank as President of
the Commercial Banking Division in September 2012.
Additionally, he assumed responsibility for central and
branch operations, and chairing the Bank’s Executive
Management Committee. Prior experience includes
executive-in-residence at Carpenter and Company,
and 18 years with Silicon Valley Bank (“SVB”), holding
executive positions such as Chief Operating Officer,
Head of Global Sales and Service, and Western
Division Manager.  Mr. Vertin led several turn-arounds
while at SVB as Head of Asset-Based Lending and the San Francisco Bay
Region Manager. Mr. Vertin has 29 years of banking experience and began his
career at Bank of America. Early in his banking career, he was an adjunct
professor in Corporate Finance at Cal State University, San Jose, for nine years.
Prior to banking, Mr. Vertin served for three years as an Administrative Officer at
the World Health Organization in Geneva, Switzerland.

loans, import-export loans, mortgage loans, asset based financing and cash
management services. The Bank, which opened for business on March 1, 1999,
had total assets exceeding $1 billion as of December 31, 2012. PMB operates a
total of seven financial centers in Southern California, four in Orange County
located in the cities of Newport Beach, Costa Mesa, La Habra and San Juan
Capistrano, one in Los Angeles County in the city of Beverly Hills, one in San
Diego County in the city of La Jolla and one in the Inland Empire in San
Bernardino County, in the city of Ontario. In addition to the Bank’s physical
locations, it offers comprehensive banking services over its Internet Bank at
www.pmbank.com.

continued on page B-46
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CFPB Releases New Consumer Complaint Data
by Martin W. Taylor, Larry Cerutti and David N. Anthony, Troutman Sanders

n connection with the CFPB’s March 28, 2013 Consumer Response Field Hearing in Des
Moines, Iowa, the Bureau announced that it would be making publicly accessible new
consumer complaint data from mortgages, bank accounts, private student loans and car
loans, in addition to credit card complaints that the Bureau has been making publicly
accessible since Summer 2012. The CFPB expects the number of complaints made

publicly available to expand five-fold from about 19,000 to potentially 90,000, and according to
Director Cordray, the expansion represents the “largest collection of complaint data on federal
consumer financial products and services ever made public.”

How Complaints Are Received
The CFPB Consumer Response Team screens all complaints submitted by consumers

based on several criteria:
� Whether the complaint falls within the CFPB’s primary enforcement authority; 
� Whether the complaint is complete; and 
� Whether the complaint is a duplicate of a prior submission by the same consumer.
Screened complaints then are forwarded via a secure web portal to the appropriate company.

The company reviews the information, communicates with the consumer, as needed, and
determines what action to take in response. The company then reports back to the consumer
and the CFPB via the secure “company portal.” The CFPB then invites the consumer to review
the response and provide feedback.

Types of Complaints
Each consumer financial product contained complaints about various issues. The most

prevalent issues for each product are as follows:
� Credit Cards: billing disputes and interest rates;
� Mortgages: problems consumers face when they are unable to make payments, such as 

issues related to loan modifications, collections, or foreclosures;
� Bank accounts and service: opening, closing, or managing the account; 
� Private student loans: repaying the loan, such as fees, billing, deferment, forbearance, 

fraud and credit reporting; 
� Consumer loans: managing the loan, lease, or line of credit; and
� Credit reporting: incorrect information appearing on the consumer’s credit report, such as 

information that is not the consumer’s, incorrect account status and incorrect personal  
information.

Implications
Consumer complaints provide the CFPB and other federal and state regulators access to

data that could become the subject of CFPB supervisory activity or enforcement actions. In his
prepared remarks on March 28, 2013, in Des Moines, Director Cordray made clear that
consumer complaints would provide “a source of information that [the CFPB would] consult in
approaching our supervisory work” and “leads for our enforcement work of investigating and
addressing potential wrongdoing.” Given the potentially prominent role that complaints will play
in informing the CFPB’s work going forward, covered entities should ensure that they have

I access to the CFPB’s Company Portal in order to view and respond to consumer complaints
and have the proper policies in place internally to address the sources of consumer
complaints. 

The CFPB will continue to make available complaints submitted through both the Portal
and the FTC’s Consumer Sentinel complaint database to other federal regulators and state
law enforcement – including state attorneys general. This represents historic horizontal and
vertical information sharing across regulators which could support more robust enforcement
actions from state and federal regulators.

As part of the CFPB’s “open-data agenda,” expanded public access to the Portal will
provide the public and consumer protection advocates with access to real-time consumer
complaint data likely increasing covered entities’ litigation risks and the likelihood of adverse
media coverage.

What Now?
It is clear that the endgame for the CFPB in expanding the public’s access to consumer

complaints is to create heightened marketplace and regulatory scrutiny of consumer financial
service providers. As the Bureau looks to expand the public’s access to consumer
complaints, covered entities and potentially covered entities should begin the process of
preparing themselves for investigations, CFPB supervision and enforcement actions that
could arise out of recurring consumer complaints.

The implication from the CFPB is that going forward, monitoring and responding to
consumer complaints submitted to the Portal should become a part of every covered entity’s
compliance regime. The CFPB is sending the message that firms should ensure that their
consumer complaint and dispute resolution policies are appropriately scaled to the volume of
consumer complaints, and that firms should analyze “root-causes” of complaints to
understand systemic compliance issues.

Martin W. Taylor
Martin W. Taylor is a partner in the Real Estate Finance practice

group in the Orange County Office of Troutman Sanders. His
practice focuses on finance, with an emphasis on real estate

secured financing, including construction, office, retail, hotel and
resort. He may be reached at 949.622.2718 or

martin.taylor@troutmansanders.com.

Larry Cerutti
Larry Cerutti is a partner in the Corporate practice group in the

Orange County office of Troutman Sanders. Mr. Cerutti’s practice
focuses on public and private securities offerings, corporate
governance, mergers and acquisitions and general securities and
corporate advice. He may be reached at 949.622.2710 or
larry.cerutti@troutmansanders.com.
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COMERICA BANK’S COMMITMENT TO LEARN, 
CONNECT AND GROW
continued from page B-41

In 2011, Aldatz was named National Latina Business Women Association’s “Business
Woman of the Year.”

� Dr. John Townsend – “The Hard Way is the Right Way: How Great Leaders
Succeed by Rolling up Their Sleeves”

Dr. Townsend is an organizational consultant, leadership coach and psychologist.
He has authored 26 books, selling six million copies, including the two million best-
seller Boundaries, Leadership Beyond Reason and Handling Difficult People. He has
his own leadership coaching programs situated in Newport Beach, Calif., Dallas,
Texas, and Indianapolis, Ind.

� Terry Hawkins – “It’s Now or Too Late!”
As Australia’s most booked female speaker, award winning entrepreneur, author

and speaker, Hawkins comes to the USA with a massive reputation and an even
bigger history of success. Having presented to hundreds of thousands of people
across the globe, Hawkins is a pioneer in helping people to convert pain and past into
fuel and focus for a powerful future! Founding her successful business 23 years ago,
her quest was, and is, to empower both women and businesses to utilize their most
undiscovered resource available to them – their true self.

� Cynthia Burnham – “The Charisma Edge: The Simple Secret to Turning on Your
Leadership Power”

Burnham is a Board Certified Coach, speaker, and the author of the highly-praised
leadership guide: The Charisma Edge: A How-To Guide For Turning On Your
Leadership Power. She brings her clients more than 30 years of expertise gained in
both independent consulting and senior Fortune 500 corporate positions. Burnham
focuses on coaching individuals to develop greater motivational leadership, executive
presence and communications alignment.

In addition, guests will get a sneak peek at “spring looks” presented by luxury
fashion designer Elie Tahari.

Pollard concluded, “We are so excited for the May 10th symposium. As in years
past, attendees will walk away feeling inspired and ready to live and model Girls Inc.’s
mission: Be strong, smart and bold.”

For more information about Girls Inc. of Orange County go to www.girlsinc-oc.org.

To register and learn more about this year’s event, visit www.comerica.com/WBS.

Change does not come easy. With PMB, it started with an appraisal of our strengths
and areas for improvement. We looked both internally, at our people, processes and
culture and externally to the clients we serve and those we aspire to serve. The
appraisal identified where we needed to focus our efforts. We worked to enhance our
infrastructure for accountability. We worked to enhance our alignment, our clarity of
purpose and to define our values. Listening to our clients, we worked to improve our
service offerings. As a result, our culture is changing. Working together as a team, we
are better able to serve our clients and anticipate their needs. And, we are far better
able to compete for those clients we wish to serve.

At PMB, we are business people first, bankers second. Unlike some of our
competitors, we don’t look to eliminate risk, we look to manage it. Our approach to
business resembles the businesses we serve. We use our competitive advantages to
serve clients and drive growth; we are innovating and finding new ways to serve
clients; as trusted advisors to business people, we aspire to anticipate and exceed
their expectations.

Our employees are infused with optimism and there is a certain lightness-of-step
present in our offices today. Our strategy is working. We are walking the talk and our
shared vision is becoming a reality: We are a prominent business bank in Southern
California. Let us show you how our changes will work for you.

PACIFIC MERCANTILE BANK: A BANK EVOLVING
continued from page B-42

delayed by a lengthy court process or by new legislation making it more difficult to
foreclose outside of the court system. Foreclosure stats have been steadily
building in those states over the last several months and likely will end up as bank
repossessions or short sales later this year.”

At the same time, it is difficult to measure the true success or failure of this new
law due to the fact that California was on a path to recovery before the legislation
was in effect. Recent reports from DataQuick and DQNews.com have shown that
the number of California homes in foreclosure fell during the fourth quarter of
2012, and was down 22.1% from 49,026 during the prior three months, and down
37.9% from 61,517 in fourth quarter of 2011. This represents the lowest level in
six years, which experts believe is due to the improving economy and rising home
values. Fewer homeowners are underwater, which means they can sell and pay
off their mortgage or refinance to avoid foreclosure. Based on this data, it appears
the new law will delay California’s real estate market recovery. While the new law
is effective until January 1, 2018, it remains to be seen if any later enacted statute
will shorten the end date of the law.

CALIFORNIA’S NEW HOMEOWNER BILL OF RIGHTS
continued from page B-38
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